Procedure for “Apple Pick-Up”

- Apple Pick-Up will take place at the South doors by the Media Center/Computer lab when the bell rings at the end of the day at 4:02 p.m.
- We can usually load 6 vehicles at a time. The first car will drive up to Cone 1 at the end of the drop off lane (indicated with orange cones). Other cars pull up right behind the first car.
- Your Apple Pick-Up number should be visible to the staff member on duty at the curb. **No students will be released without the official Apple Pick-Up number.**
- Students will wait inside the hallway, with a staff member, and will be released as staff members call numbers.
- **Children must enter the car on the passenger side ONLY.** They are NOT to walk around the car.
- When cars pull away the remaining cars pull up in the drop off lane and the process will continue.
- Students must arrive at the Apple Pick-Up door promptly.

Thank you for your cooperation with this procedure!